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Bimble' s bucket

Ages 4-8, 13 22 and 26 11 Bemble's bucket is fast, furious and funny. As a reward for a good cause, Bemble receives a magic bucket that gives him anything. Inside the bucket, lives the Bucket Keeper; hilarious Teeny Weeny. There are others after the bucket; lazy, greedy queen As from the gloomy city of Slime and Dolly Clackhenger, a failed witch whose
tangled spells spread chaos. It's a miracle her assistant, Splash, survived. Dolly thinks the bucket is what she needs to be a real witch. The queen of How sends her henchmen, Bilge and Oila on their motorized pogo sticks and so begins an epic battle to possess the bucket. We go to the end of the rainbow, to the Great Golden Bucket in the sky and to the
magical world inside the bucket. Bimble's Bucket is an animated progamm shown on CITV, created by Michael Jupp, spin-off of The Dreamstone and creator of Chipmunk Brummington and produced by Martin Gates Productions for HTV. The show ran for three series between 1996 and 1998. The rights to this show are currently owned by Monster
Entertainment as of 2014. The contents of PlotEdit's show the main character of the series was Bimble, a young male anthropomorphic creature (a fox rabbit hybrid creature, of which some fans duplicate his species as foxbits unofficially, although Mike Jupp gave them an official name called Squonks, he was never mentioned on the show), which, after
saving a man from plunging into a swamp by pulling a bucket from his head, got a bucket off his head. Soon Bimble met Tinie Vieni, a small green woman (who has leaves and acorn on her head) and a bucket keeper. He also learned the bucket would provide wishes if it needed any specific item, but the effects would only last for 24 hours). The bucket is
damaged in the first episode of the series, when it is attacked by slingshots. A witch named Dolly Clackenger tried many times to steal a bucket from Bimble for her queen How. She used to send her gang to steal it. They consist of two sleazians from Sleaze City who look like punk rockers named Bilge and Oiler, who usually walk on motorized pogo sticks.
They were the ones who washed the bucket from the start. Dolly also has a strange-looking blue creature with green hair called Sploot, which is usually a dolly guinea pig for her magical experiments. The queen is also helped by her tax collector Maj, another Slysian in a pork pie hat. He'd rather do scientific experiments instead of collecting taxes for the
queen, and he doesn't like Dolly and her magic. The television series was broadcast in the UK on CITV from 1996 to 1998 and again in the autumn-winter of 2006, before being repeated on Pop in 2004. It also aired on the Nine Network in Australia. Voice Episode 1 Edited by Julia McKenzie (Dolly Clackhanger /Narrator), Narrator), Beaven (Teeny Weeny),
Jonathan Kidd (Mudge/Mr. Gallipot), Gary Martin (Sploot), Lewis McLeod (Bimble), Kate Robbins (Oiler) Series 2/3 Edited by Julia McKenzie (Narrator/Dolly Clackhanger), Ellie Beaven (Teeny Weeny), Maria Darling, Sally Kinghorn Gary Martin (Sploot), Tom Wilson (Bimble), Paul Panting (Bilge), Richard Tate (Mudge /Mayor of Stillsville) Episode ListEdit
Series One: (25 minutes episodes) Beginning - First broadcast: 5/1/1/11996 Really Bad Idea - First Broadcast: 15/1/1996 Mistaken Identity - First Broadcast: 22/1/1996 Catastrophe - First Broadcast: 29/1/19 96 Journey - First broadcast: 3/5/1996 Pogo Time - First broadcast: 10/5/1996 Birds Marooned Moon Bridge Almost Carpet Catnap Return Series 2:
(10-minute Episodes) Cauldron - First Broadcast: 4/2/1997 Self-Driving Bubble Fair Sploot's Monster The Hypnopipe Dolly Rules The Question of Flowers Keep Fit Plant queen As Birthday Invisible Sheep Series Three : (10-minute episodes) Small - First broadcast: 27/4/1998 Pogo Bird Tournament (various episode from series 1 Birds) Robot Vandals
Daddy's Tomatoes Tale Day Sludge Monster The Freeze Celebration Crab Sweetie Weather Witch Home video releasesEdite English home video company First Independent released one VHS title in the UK that contained the first 3 episodes. Monster Entertainment plans to release Bimble's Bucket on DVD and Blu-ray in the UK in the near future, along
with other shows in Martin Gates' catalog; such as Mike Jupp's other show; A dream stone. Credits Edit Series 1 Edit By Sue Radley and Martin Gates Original Concept and Design by Mike Jupp Music Written and compiled by Chris Caswell Animation Directors Simon Ward-Horner, Chris Randall, David Alvin, Greg Ingram Director Martin Gates Dialogue
Recording Engineer Ben Leaves Dubbing Editors Kevin Brazier, Alan Sallabank Dubbing Mixer David Humphries Sound Run over at DB Post Production Negative Cutting Mike Fraser Telesin Grader Alan Bishop Video Editor Neville Donoghue Film Editor David Hiller Production Facilities Moving Images International Managing Director Jimmy Costello Head
of Production Louis Jhocson Production Power Sae Rom Animation President Kil Wean Kim Production Assistants Emma McGregor David Alvin, Keith Scoble, Greg Ingram, Bruce McNally, Marty Murphy Timeline Paul Stibal, Dick Horne , Duncan Varley Artistic Director and Timeline Barry Macy Edit and Story Head Sue Radley Executive Producer Dan
Maddicot, Tom Parkhouse Line Producer Marion Edwards Producer Martin Gates Series 2-3 Concept and Design by Mike Jupp Music Written and compiled by Chris Caswell Animation Directors Chris Randall, Vincent Woodcock Directed by Martin Gates Dialogue Recording Engineer Ben Leaves Dubbing Editor Kevin Brazier Dubbing Mixers by David
Humphreys, Alan Sallabank Sound Re-recorded by DB Post Production Negative Cutting Mike Fraser Telesin Grader Ray King Video Editor Andrew Mitchell England) General Manager (Hong Ying) Bobby Hsieu Production Manager (Hong In) Tom Pong General Manager (TMS London) Leslie Hughes Production Manager (TMS London) Jerry Miller Paul
Simpson Production Assistants Charlotte Simpson Samantha Warden Production Secretary Sarah Absalom Assistant Producer Emma McGregor Production Coordinator Robert Dunbar Production Manager Stuart Lock Songs and Music Published by Leila Marr Storyboards Gordon Harrison, Mike Jupp, Barry Macy, Clive Pallant , Vince James and Jez Hall,
Michael Zarb, Marty Murphy Timelines Chris Cuddington, Barry Macy's Edit and Story Supervisor Sue Radley Executive Producer Dan Maddicott, Tom Parkhouse Producer Martin Gates External LinksIt Mike Jupp's official homepage Links qlt;but no tag has been found cult ql; Created by Mike Jupp and Martin Gates Productions as the spiritual successor to
his previous dreamstone project.The show follows Bimble, who takes possession of the magical desire of providing a bucket occupied by a miniature elf-like Teeny Weeny. Soon, beside the despot queen As of Sleaze City and her Sleezian minions learns about this bucket, with the clumsy witch Dolly Clackhanger and her Mooks often trying to steal to
appease her queen. Like its predecessor, the show follows a simplified formula usually revolves around villains bungling attempts to steal a bucket, even though it was fresh of constant continuity. The show ran for three seasons from 1996 to 1998. While the first series was a standard 22-minute show, the second and third were downgraded to ten-minute
shorts. Although the show slipped into obscurity for a fair time after the broadcast, Monster Entertainment, which owns the rights to all of the shows in Martin Gates' catalog, broadcast episodes of the show on its official Youtube account. The tropes employed include: All there in the guide: The Word of God is what the bimble species are called Squonks.
Alliterative name: Bimble's ladle repeats the letter B. Cartoon Creature: Bimble. Co-dragons: Dolly and Mudge. They usually reflect the fame of Sergeant Blob and Urpgor, who are seeking a rivalry from Dreamstone. Exile: Dolly Clackhanger has been ousted from the qgt;/ref'gt;in the end her botched witchcraft caused too much collateral damage. Ironically,
her bungling has caused much worse problems since then, for example, leaving the entire village stranded over the planet. Expy: The show bears a great resemblance to Dreamstone, indoors, cosmetics and even many of the character's archetypes. Fat bastard: The queen like Dolly Clackhanger. Friendly enemy: Sploot sometimes has trouble understanding
who the opposing side is or not. God will save us from the queen!: The queen Is Not a good ruler. The innocuous villain: the queen's ambitions as largely consisted of attempts to enforce taxes on civilians and the tales they create are undone. None of her henchmen are effective either. Idiot Hero: Bemble occasionally somewhat air headed and careless.
Ineffective sympathetic villain: Sleezians are usually incompetent, many episodes of their plans don't even make a kickoff run. Inept Magician: Dolly really isn't very good at magic. It can conjure up perfectly edible food, but it's about the limit of its powers. Invincible Hero: Reconstructed. The bucket can give the heroes any desire, but there are many
reservations and restrictions as to what it can provide. Much of the plot of the characters in the episode revolves around getting around this, though when they do, the villains lose comfortably. Easier and softer /Denser and Wackier: The show is less action-free than Dreamstone, with any dark hue completely discarded for good-natured slap and whim.
Keeping in mind Dreamstone himself was a fairly light heart. Mignon with F in Evil: Sploot is delightfully cheerful and docile, usually interested only in a pleasant Dolly than committing evil. Bilge and Oiler and the rest of the grunt Sleazians only smidgen higher on the abrasive scale. Obstructive Code of Conduct: The bucket can satisfy all kinds of wishes, but it
comes with rules. Also said wishes only the last day. Pragmatic villainy: The reason the queen as hires and provides resources for Dolly is that she believes that magic can be a potential threat to her reign, and, without knowing the actual inept level of Dolly's witchcraft, decides that she will be better betrayed and seeks her services than risks becoming an
enemy. Blow-watch villain: most sleazians. Sitcom Arch-Nemesis: Dolly and Mudge, being co-dragons, regularly argue for the approval of the queen Ka. Dolly also doesn't get along with the mayor of Stillsville, who exiled her because of her past troubles. Slapstick doesn't know gender: female Sleezians are as much a chu toy as men. Sealed evil in the
canvas: After failing with a spell leaves Stillsville floating above the air, Kaka's lair plunges into the deep crater below. Episodes after attracting villains try to escape after Bimble blocks are in any way back up, and after they succeed, as her lair is still sticking there (not that she was very active active in any case). Sycophantic Servant: Sploot serves Dolly with
thoughtless joy, despite being constantly on the weight of her wand. Villain Protagonist: Like his predecessor, the show often focuses more dominantly on jester villains than Bimble himself. Villainous Anderdog: Slugs are quite ineffective and helpless against the forces of the bucket. For a long arc they get stuck in a large crater under the village heroes,
leaving them with a disadvantage of actually having to run before they can do any antagonism at all. Women Are Wiser: Teeny Weeny tends to have a higher level at the head than Bimble. On the side of the villain however, both gender Sleezians come at varying levels of incompetence. Incompetence. bimble's bucket. bimble's bucket download. bimble's
bucket wikipedia. bimble's bucket cartoon. bimble's bucket vhs. bimble's bucket intro. bimble's bucket sweetie. bimble's bucket full download
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